Artificial Wisdom
Introduction
The goal of Artificial General Intelligence research is to produce a
system equal to the human mind in reasoning ability, but what type of
mind are we seeking to reproduce? If the monk is the archetype of the
mind refined towards compassionate aims, what better model for a
general artificial super-intelligence?
This poster details the “problem-defining”, contextual ability of human
beings in the context of Zen Buddhism, and an investigation into
Eastern wisdom traditions by method of textual imitation using the
GPT-3 transformer model.
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The computer metaphor for the human mind has gained increasing prevalence since its
invention, and it has affected both our behaviour and self image.[2] As we liken ourselves
more to machines, our expected behaviour changes, and this may push us outside of
optimum living and social bounds for human beings, especially as we increasingly
automate important decisions.

Results

Selected Training Quotations
"Every individual is a unique manifestation of the Whole, as every branch is a particular outreaching of the tree." – Alan Watts
"Only words and conventions can isolate us from the entirely undefinable something which is everything." – Alan Watts
"We cannot be more sensitive to pleasure without being more sensitive to pain." – Alan Watts

It is therefore more important than ever to understand where we deviate from the
computer model, and I would argue, to understand human values such as empathy,
compassion, patience and wisdom which are held with high cultural regard, yet may not
be neatly contained within “intelligence”.

"There will always be suffering. But we must not suffer over the suffering." – Alan Watts

Generated Quotations following GPT-3 inference

"Muddy water is best cleared by leaving it alone." – Alan Watts

a.) “When the mind takes a photograph, it does not capture the motion of life.”

We may not be able to fully replicate the phenomenon of human consciousness within
an artificial, computational intelligence, but perhaps sufficient approximations to these
faculties are possible.

b.) “You are not a person, you are the space between your thoughts.”
c.) "We never learn because we acquire knowledge, we only learn because we hate ignorance more than knowledge."
d.) "The most dangerous thing in the world is to create a system based on the assumption that you are necessarily right."
e.) "We spend a lifetime trying to find happiness apart from God, and it is only when we come to Him that we experience true joy."

An Algorithmic approach to Wisdom?
GPT-3 is an algorithm for generating convincing human-level text. While it has no
reasoning ability of its own, it is able to follow the style and content of an input prompt.
Writing contains an imprinting of the author’s personality in their patterns of language
use.[3] Can we teach computer systems to imitate wise individuals using appropriate
input text?

Generated Passages following GPT-3 inference
1
What does it mean to be free? What does it mean to be alive?
To be free means to have no master. To be alive means that you are constantly changing.
You cannot be in two places at once. You cannot exist in two states at the same time. There is no such
thing as being true to yourself and also serving someone else. True freedom is when you are neither one
nor the other. It is the essence of the Tao.

An experiment was run using a selection of quotations from eminent Zen scholar Alan
Watts, who was particularly known for translating Eastern philosophical thought for the
Western audience. The ancient Chinese manuscript of the Tao Te Ching was also used
for comparison.

2
If you wish to learn, follow the example of a sage.
If you wish to lead others, follow the example of a warrior.
If you wish for wealth, save and prepare for a long time.
If you wish for love, let patience bring it.

The generated texts are presented here, along with the original inputs. The reader is
asked to come to their own conclusions about the faithfulness of these generated texts,
and to their merit as insightful teachings.

3
To be safe, you must risk danger.
To be loved, you must first be feared.

Tao Te Ching - Lao Tzu (506 B.C.E.)
Excerpt Chapter 2

other things become ugly.
The Tao is like a mirror:
it reflects all things.
Its reflection is neither black nor white,
nor does it have either shape or form.
It is not solid nor fluid,
but it is pure and bright.
This is the ultimate truth.

We are increasingly automating infrastructure based on our best
current understanding. For each of these implementations, whether
classically AI or not, there may come times when a change in objective
or implementation is required. This contextual understanding is often
termed “wisdom”.[1]
The monk Nagasena showed that the essence of a chariot was not to be
found in the wheels, or the spoke, or any of its component parts. It is
merely a concept, and a spoken sound, that describes the interworking
of all of its parts. And yet, there is a certain concreteness of this concept
that is required functionally when talking about the chariot, or any
planning of a higher level that involves its use. A key hallmark of human
intelligence is the ability to hold a working model, and simultaneously
know that it is superficial and limited. Knowing that if needed, the
chariot can become a shelter, or an ornament, or firewood. Put another
way, we know when to go off-script.
As a deer that is accustomed to a fence will not easily go through it once
the wires are cut, so too can we become trapped by the concepts we
define without realising. Similarly, our infrastructure may bind us to
dated conceptual models which they were built to address.
Zen Buddhism is a tradition founded in the empirical study of
consciousness, and deals in large parts with freeing the mind of
conceptual thought, including from the self-concept, “I”. Its practices
and teachings are aimed at training the human mind to more easily
recognise these conceptual limitations.

When people see some things as beautiful,

4
The Tao is like a river:
it flows in harmony with nature.
It has no need for banks or dams,
for it knows how to flow naturally.
It has no desire to be vast or extensive,
for it knows when to stop.
It has no fear of becoming small or narrow,
for it knows how to go deep.

When people see some things as good,
other things become bad.

Being and non-being create each other.
Difficult and easy support each other.
Long and short define each other.
High and low depend on each other.
Before and after follow each other.

Conclusion

Further Links
and Contact

The generated quotations appear to be similarly meaningful and call for deeper
reflection from the reader. It is difficult to say if this is merely a similar cosmetic
style, and further investigation will be required to verify if they constitute
representative knowledge from either tradition. Subjectively, the new texts were
found to be insightful by a small group of test readers.
A procedure for speaking more wisely would benefit the socio-technological
environment on the whole. There is scope for employing a similar technique for
conflict resolution by providing the required context along with a style prompt as
above. Following a similar approach, there may also be the potential for distilling
patterns which corresponds to insightfulness in debate or inquiry. Such a tool may
be be able to reframe problem statements or debates in a way that more easily
brings resolution.
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